Smile please.
LED sensor-switched light with
camera and intercom system

L 600 CAM Smart. Safe. Intelligent.
Always know who is at the front door – regardless of
where you are, whether out shopping or in the living room –
is that possible? Of course it is possible - with our new smart
L CAM 600 communication light in conjunction with the free app.
The attractive LED sensor-switched light does not just illuminate
your entrance area, but also transmits razor-sharp images to
your smartphone or tablet thanks to its high-quality camera.
No greater convenience, safety and peace of mind.

Adjustable basic
and main light level

Bright LED light
with 781 lumens

High-quality opal
glass shade

Adjustable 180°
infrared sensor
Long-life aluminium
enclosure

Integrated
intercom unit

L 600 CAM Details that please.
The L 600 CAM outdoor light provides more than light and
security. Much more. The sensor-switched light with durable
aluminium enclosure and high-quality opal glass shade is the first
Wi-Fi-based camera light from STEINEL and is always in touch
with you via app. As soon as the 180° infrared motion sensor with
a reach of 10 m detects movement, the light switches ON when
it's dark and, if you want it to, sends a message to your mobile
device. The precision-adjustable camera transmits images of your
entrance area to your smartphone or tablet via Wi-Fi and provides

Swivelling HD camera, including
micro SD card for local storage

you with the option of interacting. You can see and hear exactly
what is happening outside your front door, and can communicate
from your smartphone or tablet via the built-in intercom unit. As
soon as movement is detected, the images taken are saved to an
SD card installed in the light and can be viewed on your mobile
phone all very conveniently; with data being saved locally, it cannot
get onto the Internet unintentionally. Thanks to the warm-white light
with 3000 K and 781 lm, and an output of 14.3 W, even the darkest
figures are always well illuminated.

Sensor and
light settings

Perfect image
day and night

Search
picture archive

Live camera
screenshot

Push message or
acoustic alarm

The free STEINEL
CAM app is
available for:

L 600 CAM.
All under control. All in one app.
Can be installed in just the same way as a "normal" light and is
easy to operate. With the free STEINEL CAM app, you are always
in the picture and ready to take action. You see what's going on
outside your front door. Can speak directly to anyone standing
there via the intercom system. Search events by date and time of
day. Access various alarm settings. Adjust the sensor. Regulate
light level settings in line with your needs. More convenience, more
safety and more peace of mind. The L 600 CAM from STEINEL.

Discover more at
steinel.de/en/l-600-cam

Press-to-talk
button

Start filming
manually

Switch sound
ON and OFF

Sensor mode or
manual override
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